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Spanish passive voice examples

Have conversations faster, understand people when they talk fast, and other tips tested to learn faster. More information Even if you're not 100% sure of the definition, there's a good chance that you've heard or used Passive Voice in Spanish before. In this post, we will explain exactly how to use a pasiva voz to sound more like a competent Spanish speaker.
Before we dig, I should mention that voice refers to the relationship between subject and verb in verse, and so sentences are usually said to be either active voice or passive voice. Let's take a look at the same examples of sentences in both voices. Active voice emphasizes the subject of performing verb actions. José Luís reads the press daily - José Luís lee
el periódico todos lost a passive Voice días in Spanish stressing the action, rather than the subject that committed the action. This newspaper read by José - El periódico fue leído por José In a passive voice, the subject (José Luís) is mentioned at the end of the sentence, and becomes what we call a passive agent. In most passive sentences, mentioning a
passive agent is optional. Objects (el periódico) in active voice are the subject in passive voice. Below, you can see how the sentences change, depending on the voice you use. Voice Subject Verb Complementary Objects Active Agent José Luís lee el periódico todos lost días Passive El periódico es leído todos losing días por José Luís We should mention
that passive voices in Spanish are considered more formal than active voices, that is why it is not commonly used as In general, passive voice is used over 1) in written or literary media or 2) when the subject is considered insuf communal. Let's take a look at some examples: Some of the corpses were found in the woods - Varios cadáveres fueron
encontrados en el bosque All emails were sent - Todos lose choreo electrónicos fueron enviados diamond he had stolen last night - Su diamante fue robado anoche As you can see, in the verses indicated above, we mention the actions and objects, but no one performs the action – either because we do not have the information , or because it's irelevant.
How to Form a Passive Voice In Spanish To repeat, we use passive voices to emphasize the actions performed, rather than the subject of implementing them. Although passive voices in Spanish can be used with anything tense, it is most commonly used when speaking in the past or in the future. There are two ways to form a passive voice: Ser + Past
Participle from Verb + Por Se + 3rd verb 1) Using Ser verbs in Passive Sentence When you convert to passive voice in Spain, objects in active sentences are the subject in passive sentences. There are three rules to look out for about Passive voice form: You must always use Ser's verb (to be) along with past parts of the party's primary verb must always
agree with the gender and the number of passive subjects Agents (or passive agents) can be added at the end of sentences by pork tendencies, only when necessary This will make sense as soon as we see some examples. For example, below we transform the same sentence from an active voice to a passive voice. Active Sentence Structure Subject +
Action verb (adjusted) + Object + Complementary Christian + lost boletos + la semada Sentence Sentences Subject + Ser (conjugated) + Last Participle Action Verb + Complement + Por (optional) Los boletos + fueron + comprados + la pasada more Spanish Active English Voice Pasive English Voice Now Cientos de turistas visitan Latinoamérica scheduling
hundreds of tourists visit Latin America every month Latinoamérica es visitada synchronizing porcelain de turistas Latin America is visited by hundreds of tourists every month Present Progressive Ellas están escuchando una canción de Pearl Jam They listen to the song Pearl Jam Una canción de Pearl Jam está siendo escuchada por ellas A Pearl Jam is
being heard by them A Simple Past (Preterite) Claudia hizo galletas de chocolate y vainilla anoche Claudia made chocolate and vanilla biscuits last night Las galletas de chocolate y vainilla fueron hechas anoche por Claudia Chocolate and vanilla cookies made by Claudia last night Simple Future Tomás reparará el televisor mañana Tomás will repair TV
tomorrow El televisor será reparado mañana por Tomás TV will be repaired by Tomás tomorrow Imperfect Adriana leía muchos libros de Stephen King Luís used reading many books Stephen King Muchos libros de Stephen King eran Luídos por Luís Many of Stephen King's books have been read by Luís Present Perfect Erika no ha terminado todavía el
ensayo Erika pending essay yet El ens Essayo todavía no ha sido terminado por Erika Essay is pending by Erika Yet Past Perfect Los chicos habían visto al sospechoso en la escena del crime boys have seen suspects in the criminal incident El sospechoso hubía sido visto en la escena del criminal pill los chicos Suspect has been seen by boys in a crime
incident Passive SE or Pasiva Refleja This is probably the most common form of passive voice used by Spanish speakers on a day-to-day basis. It is used to discuss common needs, recommendations or famous facts. Although passive voices are usually considered more formal than active ones, this form (passive se) has a structure that sounds more natural
and preferred when speaking. Passive se is forwards to use because it is always formed in the 3rd person - whether it's a single verb conjugation (he, he, you) or the 3rd plural person (you, them, them) depends on the context. In other words, you will always use either: se + 3rd person single conjugation se + 3rd person plot jam conjugation Now, some
examples of this form in action. This beer is sold in a box containing 100 units - This beer is sold in a box of 100 units of TranslatorByby requested - A bilingual spanish translator asked Spanish to be spoken in many cities around the world - Spain spoken in many cities around the world It is recommended to participate actively in first class - It is recommended
to take two pills : Training Transforms the active sentences below into passive sentences. (only add passive agents if necessary) Robert dropped out of school five years ago Carolina has seen a brown bear near his neighbour's home Emilio and his friends will be watching tonight's football game You've written hundreds of emails, but you didn't receive any
reaction Veronica and her friends bought some Andrés' sister cocktail cleaning home every weekend Teacher corrected Miguel's math test and their dad sold a lot of cookies and cakes at the Vanessa store downloading some apps for an Android Now phone , convert passive under sentences into active sentences. The cat was discovered on the ceiling by
Piano firefighters played daily by children Three computers were set and sold by Grandma technicians to be visited by his grandson next weekend Hundreds of tickets sold in roman games And Juliet's Venezuelan food restaurants have been visited around the clock by many tourists from Europe and the united States the new horror and written by Dan
Brown's latest episode of Game of Thrones has been viewed by fewer people than expected clothes designed by important people from The fashion world Of Articles recklessly published by the slightly known press answer the School has been abandoned 5 years ago by Robert A Brown Bear has been seen by Carolina near his neighbor's home the football
game will be seen tonight by Emilio and his colleagues Hundreds of emails have been written by you, but no answers received Some cocktails bought by Veronica and her colleagues House are cleared every weekend by sister Andrew Mathematical Exams being corrected by Professor The House has been painted pasada por Miguel y su papá Muchas
galletas y tortas eran vendidas en la tienda por ellas Varias aplicaciones the Android boys descargadas por Vanessa Change the next Passive verses into verse Active Los bomber encontraron al gato encima del techo Los niños tocan el piano diario El técnico había arreglado y vendido tres computadoras Los nietos visitarán su abuelita el próximo fin de
semana La obra de teatro Romeo y Julieta vendió cientos de boletos Muchos turistas de Europa y Estados Unidos visitaban los restaurant de comida venezolana todo el tiempo Dan Brown está escribiendo una nueva novela de seram y misterio Menos personas de lo esper ado han visto el último episodio de Juego de Tronos Important personas del mundo
de la moda diseñan la ropa Un periódico poco conocido publicó los artículos de forma imprudente Passive voice (pasiva) emphasizes actions or circumstances. Who or what caused the act or circumstance is not important, unknown, or assumed to be common knowledge. Spain has two ways of expressing passive verse: passive and passive se (pasiva
refleja) sounds are both translated using passive voice in English grammar. Learn how to make passive noises in Spanish grammar and get an expert on when to use them. In practice, you can test your knowledge. The active voice is used to emphasize who /what is performing the action. Example: La ambulance conduce al herido al hospital. The ambulance
took the injured man to hospital. Passive voice is used to emphasize the action itself. Who/what performs the act is often left in passive verse. Example: El herido es conducido (por la ambulansa) al hospital. The injured man was taken (by ambulance) to hospital. In Spanish, passive sound is set for a particular context, for example in a very formal journalism
or written language. To sound naturally in daily communication, use active or passive voice se (pasiva refleja). Some important features of passive voice are: it emphasizes actions and who/what has been affected by it; Example: Un hombre ha sido atropellado. A man has been breached by a train. Passive agents (i.e. the subject of active punishment) are not
mentioned at all, or come at the end of passive punishment and are introduced by por tendencies. Example: El herido es conducido al hospital por la ambulance. The injured man was taken to hospital by ambulance. we may use passive voice in any tense Spain, however, it is often used in tense past and future. Example: Un hombre ha sido atropellado. La
familia del herido será informada. The family of the injured man will be ified. The verses in a passive voice are formed in the following way: The object of active punishment becomes the subject Example: La ambulance conduce al herido al hospital. (object – active voice) An ambulance is bringing the injured person to hospital. El herido es conducido al
hospital por la ambulancecia. (subject – passive voice) The injured person was taken to hospital by ambulance. We use additional verbs and key verb parts in active sentences. The ser word of the work can be slammed in any tense. Participle agrees to passive subjects in gender and numbers. Example: El herido es conducido al hospital. (terror persona en
masculino single) The injured person was taken to hospital. Loss of testimonios son recogidos. (terred persona en masculino plural) The statements are/are being collected. The subject of active punishment becomes a passive agent. It comes at the end of sentences and is introduced by por tendencies. Passive agents can be abandoned. Example: La
policía recoge los testimonios. (sujeto – pasiva) The police are gathering the statement. Los testimonios son recogidos por la policía. (complementary agent – pasiva) The remarks are being collected by the police. The following table gives an overview of the sentence structure in an active and passive voice. The table below gives an overview of the present,
past and future tense in passive and active voice. Spanish speakers usually avoid passive voices in spoken language. Instead, they use a passive se (pasiva refleja) that has the same communicative effect but a simpler structure. Both passive se and passive voice are translated using passive voice in English. Example: Los Testimonios han sido recogidos.
Those statements were collected. Passive voice → to journalism and official written texts → Se han recogido lost testimonios. Those statements were collected. passive se → in the daily construction of the Spanish-spoken Key point for the correct formation of passiveness se listed below: The subject of passive construction cannot be a person. Pronouns se
followed by verbs in a single or early 3rd person, depending on the subject. Passive se can be used in all tense in indicators and subjugations. In plural tense, participle is often meaning it never changes to agree on the subject. A passive agent has never been mentioned. Example: La policía ha recogido los testimonios. (active) The police collected the
statement. Los testimonios han sido recogidos por la policía. (passive) The remarks were gathered by the police. Se ha recogido el testimonio. (pasiva refleja) The statement was collected. Se han recogido lose testimonios. (pasiva refleja) Those statements were collected. Usually passive subjects se go after a jobwalk, but it can also go before a job word.
Example: Se han loss of testimonios. Los testimonios se han recogido. When a direct object of verb in an active voice is people, it must be introduced by a tendency. In this case, the punishment can be written using a passive voice or an impersonation but not a passive se. This is because the tendency makes it impossible for these objects to serve as the
subject of passive construction. The disguise refers to an undefined agent, therefore, the say of work is always in the 3rd person. Example: La policía ha contactado a los testigos. → the active voice of Los testigos han sido contactados. → se ha contactado a los testigos. (no: Se han contactado a los testigos) → se Impersonation For more information about
impersonation and other types of impersonation punishment, see impersonation sentences. Our online training for Spanish helps you learn and practice grammar rules interactively. To ensure that you understand the right answers, our answer key offers a simple explanation as well as useful tips and tricks. Passive Voice - Passive Exercise Voice - La pasiva
mixed exercises - ejercicios adicionales Become a Lingolian Plus member to access this extra exercise. La pasiva – present es B1 La pasiva – indefinido es B1 La pasiva – pasiva refleja (1) es B1 La pasiva – pasiva refleja (2) es B1 La pasiva - Don Víctor es B1 Pass Refleja - La noche de Halloween es B1 La pasiva - La granja de Daría es B1 A1Beginner
A2Elementary B1Intermediate B2Upper middle C1Advanced C1Advanced C1Advanced
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